Abstract-There is a growing demand to model and predict realworld time series such as natural or financial time series. In this paper, we propose an online modeling approach for real-world time-series through evolving Auto Regressive (eAR) models. At first, it is supposed that a real-world time series can be modeled as a summation of some basic signals. Then, it is shown adaptive AR models which can evolve in the number of lags are suitable models to generate such time series. To evolve an adaptive AR model, it switches to a pre-learned adaptive AR model which has a lag less or more than main model. The capability of the proposed eAR model in detection proper number of lags and prediction is shown through an illustrative example and a realworld application to the prediction of monthly time series of U.S. coal consumption.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling and prediction of real-world time series such as time series of natural phenomena and financial problems is a demanding task. During the last decades, many predictive models from linear classic prediction formulas up to different nonlinear models have been suggested for time series.
Classical linear models like AR, ARMA and ARIMA have superiority in straightforward optimization and performing noise and parameter analyzing, [1] - [3] . However, to detect nonlinear nature of data and to represent both temporal and spatial variability, linear models are not enough. Hence, many nonlinear models such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [4] - [7] , support vector machines [8] - [9] , matrix decomposition techniques [10] - [11] , immune systems [12] and fuzzy systems [13] - [15] as well as hybrid techniques of linear and nonlinear models, [16] - [17] , have been suggested.
Since temporal behaviors of real-world time series are affected by many known and unknown exogenous inputs, they have time-varying structures. Hence, online modeling approaches which evolve the structure of model seem to be suitable solutions.
Among various nonlinear models, the evolving methods for neuro-fuzzy models -due to their interpretable, flexible and trainable structures-have been developed vastly during last decade. Two particularly influential works in this area of research are [18] and [19] . Kasabov proposes an adaptive online learning algorithm as a dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS) in [18] . Angelov and Filev introduce an online identification approach for the TS model in [19] , where evolving clustering method along with a concept of potential is used to define the antecedent parts of the rules. This approach has been modified and extended in [20] and [21] . In [22] , to evolve a specific form of TS Fuzzy Model, Lughofer suggests to use a modified version of vector quantization for new rule generation. In [23] , an agile nonlinear model called "Adaptive Habitually Linear and Transiently Nonlinear Model" (AHLTNM) is introduced to follow uncertain and fast-varying processes.
Although the above mentioned evolving models can follow the spatial variation in the structure, they cannot follow the structure when the proper number of lags of time series changes in input. Actually, due to impacts of the number and dynamic influence of exogenous inputs, the required number of lags of a time series in a proper modeling may change.
In this paper we introduce an evolving model which can detect the required number of lags, in an interval. Since evolving the structure of nonlinear models both in spatial variability and number of lags is difficult, we propose to evolve adaptive linear AR models in number of lags: evolving AR models. It is discussed that if time series be represented as a summation of some basic signals, evolving AR models are capable to follow their behavioral modes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces evolving AR models. In Section III a learning algorithm of evolving AR model is proposed. In Section IV through an illustrative example and a case study (U.S. monthly coal consumption) the capability of evolving AR models in detection of required number of lags and prediction is shown. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. EVOLVING AR MODELS
In this section, we introduce a type of adaptive AR model which can evolve in number of lags; we call it evolving AR (eAR) models. It is shown such model is suitable model for real-world time series.
At first, it is supposed a time series could be modeled as summation of some basic signals. Here, a typical basic signal is defined as follows:
where C ∈ p , r and {0,1} h ∈ . Choosing a suitable weighted summation of above defined basic signals, a large set of behavioral modes can be made: exponential, oscillatory, decaying oscillatory, time multiplied exponential, ramp and parabola. Actually, the above form of signal definition is a mathematical representation of terminologies used usually by experts when they explain about behavioral modes of realworld time series such as price, temperature and etc.
It is supposed a time series, in an interval, could be modeled as um of n basic signals as follows:
. It can be shown easily an AR model can generate the considered form of signal in (2) . For this purpose, the Z-transform of the equation (2) is computed as follows: 
where the unit impulse signals in right part of the equation (5) provide initial conditions for the time series, however, they can be ignored after some initial sample times.
Although the represented signal in (2) includes various behavioral modes of a time series, they are not suitable for many real-world time series whose dynamic order or behavior modes change adaptively. To supply required complexity to generate such time series, it is allowed the number of basic signals, n , and their structural parameters in (2) 
III. THE LEARNING ALGORITHM OF AN EAR MODEL
In this section, we introduce a learning algorithm to identify eAR models. For this purpose, two following issues must be addressed:
1-Suitable number of lags in an eAR models
2-Evolving method of an AR model to upper or lower number of lags
To determine the suitable number of lags for an eAR model, we use a spectrum analyzing manner. To this end, we extract the poles and corresponding residues of the AR model. Next, some poles which have low absolute residues are ignored; the number of remaining poles shows the proper number of lags which AR model should have.
To provide an evolving procedure for AR models, we utilize a parallel learning strategy. For this mean, besides the main model, two neighboring adaptive AR models with one less lag and one more lag (as inputs) are identified. If it is revealed the number of existing lags in main model is insufficient, it can evolve by switching to the neighboring model with one more lag (N-up model). In contrast, if it is revealed the number of existing lags in main model is extra; it can switch to the neighboring model with one less lag (N-down model) 1 . Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the above mentioned strategy: . The appropriate value for ξ depends on 1 To encounter with cases, in which the required number of lags is more than one, a broad spectrum of models with different lags can be updated in parallel. However, this increases the computation complexity of the model. Table 1 . 
IV. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we apply the learning algorithm of eAR model to a handmade time series as illustrative example and a case study: monthly time series of U.S. coal consumption.
Through illustrative example we demonstrate the capability of the proposed learning algorithm in proper identification of an eAR models. Also, we demonstrate the capability of eAR models in prediction through the case study.
A. An llustrative example
Here, we generate a hand-made time series by using three different summations of basic signals as follow: Fig. 2 show the generated signal of this time series. As it is seen in Fig. 2 and (9) , the time series are made from three different combination modes but in five parts. Now, we apply the presented learning algorithm in Table 1 to the generated time series. Fig. 3 shows the plot of estimated and original number of lags. As it is seen in Fig. 3 , the main adaptive AR model has evolved properly in number of lags just a while after the original number of lags changes. To present more details about the identified eAR model, Table 2 includes the extracted and the original poles of eAR model at different sample times. As it is understood from Table 2, the extracted poles are near to the original ones in the generated time series.
B. Monthly time series of U.S. coal consumption
Predicting the energy time series is a demanding task. Here, the time series of U.S. monthly coal consumption is considered as a case study. Coal, due to its relatively low cost and abundance, is used for generating about half of the electricity consumed in the U.S. It is the largest domestically-produced source of energy [25] . Hence having a accurate estimate for coal consumption is very important. The data used in this case study for U.S. coal consumption prediction includes monthly values of the consumption of coal from Jan. 1973 up to April 2011 [25] . Fig. 4 shows the signal of the time series. As it is seen in Fig. 5 , the number of lags in eAR model has increased up to 9 lags. In other words, the number of significant modes estimated by eAR model changes through the time and it is less than 10 modes. Table 3 presents AR model, the extracted poles and their residues. Table 3 to predict considered part of the time series. For this purpose, each predicted value Fig. 6 shows the predicted and original part of the time series which includes the last 60 values. As it is seen, the computed criterion: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for eAR is considerably lower than other approaches. Moreover, due to low number of parameters in eAR model, the computed learning time for this model is lower than other identified models. The results, demonstrate the superiority of the proposed eAR model in Prediction.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, evolving AR model was introduced for online modeling of real-world time series. It was supposed that each time series can be represented as a summation of basic signals in each interval. Then, it was shown that adaptive AR models which can evolve in the number of lags were suitable to generate such time series. A learning algorithm of evolving AR model was introduced. According to this algorithm, the main adaptive AR model could evolve by switching to neighboring models with one lag less or one lag more. The proposed learning algorithm was applied to a handmade time series and a real-world case study of monthly time series of the U.S. coal consumption. It was demonstrated that evolving AR model could detect the proper number of lags and the accuracy of extracted poles was favorable. Also, the prediction capability of the proposed evolving AR model in comparison to other known approaches was shown in both case studies.
